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U.S. Government Required Disclaimer - Stocks and Options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk. You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the stock/options markets. Don’t trade with
money you can’t afford to lose. This is neither a solicitation nor an offer to Buy/Sell futures or options. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to
achieve profits or losses similar to those discussed in this manual. The past performance
of any trading system or methodology is not necessarily indicative of future results.
CFTC RULE 4.41 - HYPOTHETICAL OR SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS
HAVE CERTAIN LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE RECORD,
SIMULATED RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT ACTUAL TRADING. ALSO, SINCE
THE TRADES HAVE NOT BEEN EXECUTED, THE RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER-OROVER COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY, OF CERTAIN MARKET FACTORS,
SUCH AS LACK OF LIQUIDITY. SIMULATED TRADING PROGRAMS IN GENERAL
ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT
WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFIT OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN.
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Dear Trader
First off, congratulations on your purchase of the swing trading money machine. This
step you have taken, will be a very profitable one for you if you simply take this seriously.
I say this because I’m sure you get offers all day long on various systems or programs that
promise returns that are hard to believe.
You see, I too get these offers and I, like you, find myself spending what my wife would
call a small fortune on anything and everything that comes my way. In fact in areas of
interest to me I have books and courses that I have NEVER EVEN OPENED.
In fact I have material related to not only the financial markets, but also my hobbies and
passions that I would nearly throw away sometimes when I by chance, decided to open the
material and have a look. There are times that the material is worth its weight in gold, and
then there are time that I wished I would have opened it in time to get my money back.
My point is, sometimes it’s just chance that I focus on the right material to put forth the
attention and effort to learn and apply what it is I’ve decided to look at.
In your hands right now is the key to the most successful system you will ever develope, all you have to do is apply the contents of this manual and you will soon see for yourself.
I’ve designed the manual in such a way, as to show you the steps and guide you into customizing the system to suite your own personal style and goals.
So please do yourself the biggest favor ever and learn this material. It will impact you for
life I promise. Don’t just set it aside, and please don’t lose sight of the value of this system
just because of the price you paid. People have paid thousands of dollars for material that
doesn’t even compare to what’s in your hands right now.
Sincerely,
Mark Deaton
P.S. - Please share your success with me either by e-mail or even better send me a video
of your success with video of you talking, describing and proving your success on video
and I will gladly reward you for your time and effort.
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The Swing Trading Money Machine

The swing trading money machine is a system that uses price action primarily as a means of
identifying profitable trades. What you will learn in the following pages and accompanying videos is how to identify swings, recognize a signal and then a trigger for your entry.
We will then use a combination of Fibonacci tools as well as a touch of Elliott wave theory to
plan our exits. I would add however one of my simplest methods for determining an exit is to do
a 3-5 candlestick count from your entry and look to exit.
Unless of course price is showing no signs of letting up in the forecasted direction, and in that
case we wait for the reversal to begin to reveal itself. You will find that with at least 60% of your
trades your move losses steam and begins to reverse.
The only other consideration for this type of exit is that on a daily chart for the longer term
swing trader the pull-backs are tolerable and therefore more time in the position can be expected.
We will cover a variety of exits and variations on your entry. I will lay out some rules that you
can modify to fit your style and preferred risk tolerance level. I will also as often as possible
discuss the variables, my preferences and of course your choices.
Be aware that the best system is going to be one where you have applied and modified the techniques to suite you. So although I recommend following the rules at first, once you are comfortable feel free to modify.
One word of caution. Do not modify a system based solely upon a win / loss ratio when the
market is unpredictable. Some of the best systems went in the trash because traders made adjustments during extreme times only to make a great system worthless, and in their frustration they
gave up.
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So just be aware of times when you should just sit on the sidelines and watch.
Additionally, keep in mind that the market is dynamic and changing constantly. As a trader it
is up to you to determine when it’s appropriate to make adjustments to your system.
Your system may be perfect for 6 months and then you slowly notice a win / loss ratio deteriorating. It’s at these times that you need to evaluate your rules and do some fine tuning.
These adjustments will have more to do with entry and exit than anything, so remember that
for your system to maintain a high win / loss ration it will up to you to keep it tuned up.
In order that we get started as efficiently as possible, it’s necessary that I go through some
charts with you and help you to set-up your work station. For some of you this will be a piece of
cake, for others it will take some time, but don’t fret, we’ll get it done.
My tools are quite simple really and you may elect as you become familiar with trading this
system to change your settings to your own preferences. That’s OK.
The core of my system is price action and market swings coupled together with Fibonacci extensions, retracement’s and a little help from Elliot wave.
I will describe a number of set-ups to you in this course allowing you to have a reasonable
amount of high probability opportunities to trade and make money. It’s important that we have a
tool-box with several great set-ups.
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Here is a shot of the Q’s on a daily chart. I have indicated the two major swings, and obviously
in hind sight this is really easy, but we need to start somewhere. The first things we need to discuss are swings, what they are, and how to find them.
Like I said, looking at the past, a 3 year old could do quite well finding the swings, but how can
we forecast with any certainty the beginning of a swing?
We could go back to the beginning of the LIFE of the Q’s to April 24Th, 1990 and start until
we get to present time, or we could look at our relevant time frame and find the beginning of the
current trend, and the SWING that started the trend.
From there we can do some pretty incredible forecasting - Lets get our hands dirty shall we ?
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The first thing we need to determine is what time frame we want to trade. This is where you
decide if your day trading swings or swing trading more long term. It all depend on preference
and your schedule.
If you work full time than you need to focus on a daily chart for entry and you can then use an
hourly chart or other smaller time frame to fine tune your entry. If you want to day trade, or do
both then you might find your trades starting with a 10-15 minute chart.
You may even start with a daily chart then migrate to a 10 minute chart to enter. There’s a million ways to time your entry, and we’ll cover a few of them. For now we just need to start somewhere so we’ll start with a daily chart and a time frame fit for a full time worker.
The next examples are for someone who is not able to look at a chart during the day, but maybe
can peek at a chart at night or every couple of days.
First lets look at a swing, a signal and a trigger.
Our signal comes when the initial high or low is exceeded. This completes a signal. Its not
ready to buy or sell, it just gets on the radar.
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Now that we know what our signal is lets look at a daily chart. On a daily chart we are looking at potential trades of 3-5 days. Quite possibly much more if you can tolerate the opposing
swings. We will set stops and we will exit if our stops are hit.
The opposing swings I’m referring to are those that take out profits that you so patiently
watched grow. This is fine, so long as you plan on it from the start.
We will not cover weekly charts in this manual but it’s very simple to apply. Everything is the
same save the fact that on a weekly chart you are looking at 3-5 week positions. Again, just like
a daily you can certainly go longer, but then you must tolerate the opposing swings.

On this chart of the XLE we start in Jan.. 07 for the sake of a place to start. We’ll cover starting in more detail later. This trade represents a rather simple daily exit tolerating the opposing
swings and exiting when a swing retracement level has been severely violated.
In this case we receive our signal mid- January then our trigger near the end of January. We
then get stopped out in the beginning of March. We receive our second trigger in mid March
because the stop area was also the beginning of a new signal.
We then hold the position until the end of July when a swing retracement was violated. Lets
take a look at the signal, trigger, stop and exit more closely in this example.
In this example we also introduce you to the trigger that confirms your signal. You will notice
that the trigger is identical to the signal. 3+ candlesticks with a low, a lower low, then a higher
low. The only difference is that the overall swing is a HIGHER swing.
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Lets first look at our signal and our trigger. The signal comes when we get a low, then a lower
low, then a higher low. The signal is completed when the following candlestick exceeds the high
from the first candlestick in the signal.
In this case it happened on the 3rd candlestick, but often times it will happen on the 4th or 5th.
The signal and trigger can be more than 3 candlesticks. HOWEVER often times there is a new
low starting candlestick so make sure your using the most recent low, and lower low.
Now the trigger - The trigger is just like the signal swing except that the LOWER LOW in the
pattern is higher than the lower low from the signal.
So essentially you are looking at basically two signal swings where the second swings lower
low is higher than the first swings lower low.
Once that happens you enter as soon as the following candlesticks exceed the high from the
first low. If you find this a bit confusing relax and watch the videos where I’ll show you step by
step. Once you apply these principles a few times it will become second nature.
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Our initial stop is set just below the lower low of the trigger signal, hence the stop out in the
beginning of March. Immediately following the stop out candlestick, another signal came followed by a trigger mid month where we re-entered.
This trade lasted 4 months and produced HUGE profits. Our stops kept moving up to just below the swing retracement levels. Then in late July our swing was severely violated resulting in
our stop getting hit.
This is one way to play the daily chart with the STMM (Swing Trading Money Machine.) You
could play it differently by trading just the swings and looking to exit in 3-5 days after entry or
you could do both simultaneously depending upon your schedule and your personality.
With as nice BULL market this is the way to go. Notice that in this trade there was really
never a time where we were sweating it. In June our swing retracements were hit but not violated. This is why I like to exit only when “severely” violated especially once the profits really
start stacking up.
When were sitting on 200%+ we can afford to get violated a bit more than when we are looking at loss. Use your good judgement in this area. I would go with an immediate exit if the
retracement violation is creating loss, and be a bit more flexible when your into substantial profit.
And keep in mind that the only reason we are tolerating any violation of a swing retracement is
because we have good reason to believe that it’s not over yet. One clue of this fact is Fibonacci
retracements and extensions which we will look at in a moment, and another is any additional
signals and triggers.
Make sure your looking at short triggers and signals as your watching your long position!
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The red dots indicate the signal, the high of the first candlestick is the complete signal.

Completed Buy
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The 3 dots indicate the signal. The low that exceeds the first candlestick low is a completed
signal.

Completed sell
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In addition to variables in the time frame that you will trade there is also different exit models
to consider. As mentioned previously one of the simplest forms of exit is a 3-5 bar exit. If you
are trading a daily chart this would be a 3-5 day exit. A 10min chart would be a 30-50 minute
exit and so on.
My favorite and recommended exit is using Fibonacci ratios and extensions. When you get a
clear signal and then a clear and nicely spaced trigger, the Fibonacci exit is an incredible gauge
for exit.
Another exit that I use when my fibs. exit isn’t as clear as I would like is one where my stop
continually moves to the next retracement. When I’m stopped out I exit.
Lets look at al 3.
Here’s a 3-5 bar exit. As indicated by the 3,4 or 5 we could exit on any bar. We start looking at
bar 3 with a doji then 4 is nearly a doji as well. A good exit would be bar 5 when price started
falling

Trigger
Signal
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Signal

Trigger
Signal

Trigger

In the example above notice the first set of red dots. This is our signal. Assuming we started
there and are moving forward. The next set of red dots is our low, lower low and higher low
producing our trigger signal.
Once the trigger came it was about 2 more candlesticks until we exceeded the high of the first
candlestick in the trigger to allow entry.
Next you will see candlesticks marked 3, 4 and 5. These are our potential exits. The ones
marked 3 and 4 are telling us that the move up is losing steam and then on candlestick #5 once
price starts falling we should have looked for an exit with a nice profit.
The next trigger is the set of green dots indicating our low, lower low and our higher low. This
is a trigger signal because we are using our previous trigger as a signal. This is fine and when
your trading is ongoing it allows for more profits and more overall trading.
Notice our potential exit after the second trigger marked by the 3 and 4. Notice also that our
trigger wasn’t confirmed until the second candlestick after the swing, therefore the 3rd candlestick doesn’t appear until as marked on the chart. I like to use some common sense here. There
was no need to exit on the third or 4th bar, but the 5th gave us an indication that the move was
losing strength.
Because we are on a daily chart these are 3-5 day trades.
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You will find with the swing trading money machine that the entry on any time frame is the
easy part. The hard part (with any good system) is the exit. Exiting with as much profit as possible, or as little loss as possible, while avoiding leaving profits on the table.
We just covered the 3-5 bar method for exit and this is a great method to use. It’s is used by
some of the greatest traders around and it works. It works because its very common for an everyday trade to lose steam at the 3-5 bar mark.
The next method for a profitable exit is one that requires a little background in Elliot wave
theory. Don’t worry I won’t lose you here we will stick with only what you need to know and I
will limit this to a couple of pages.
In order to maximize your profits on a trade in any time frame, it’s important to know where
price is likely to move, where it will retrace to etc. in order to determine your stop and limit
zones. Doing this effectively requires some Fibonacci and Elliot wave background.
Lets look at Elliot wave first.
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You are looking at an up trending impulse and corrective wave pattern. This is usually a 5
wave impulse wave, and a 3 wave corrective wave. The thing is wave 1 of the impulse wave is
also a 5 wave pattern up and wave 2 is an a corrective wave consisting of 3 waves.
In a perfect world this is what you would see on every chart, but it’s not a perfect world so in
real life these patterns can be a bit difficult to identify.
Because of the likeliness of the completion of Elliott wave patterns we can determine with a
high degree of accuracy when a particular wave will correct, how much it will correct and the
likely area the next wave will extend to. This is predicated on your ability to determine current
wave pattern status.
Or is it?
One thing is clear. The impulse waves are larger than the corrective waves. A pull back or correction is usually represent a % of the previous move up, and never 100%. By virtue of a corrective wave being only a fraction of the impulse wave we make bullish progress. The opposite is
true for a bearish impulse -vs- corrective wave.
Also please note that wave 3 is usually the longest wave.
This diagram shows us a bullish impulse wave and then of course our corrective waves are
bearish. Always remember that in a bear market or in a bearish trend the impulse wave is bearish
and the corrective wave is bullish.
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Now lets move on to how we will use Fibonacci ratios and extensions to monitor a good exit
from a trade. I will demonstrate the Elliot wave significance as we proceed. Like I said before
we will not go deeply into Elliot wave in this manual, as it is not necessary for your success and
it would take thousands of pages to cover all of the Elliot wave theory.
The extent with which we will use EW theory is simple and straight forward. Initially what we
are looking for is 2 zones the 161.8 zone and the 261.8 zone. We will identify these zones using
the low of the signal and the high from the trigger. (Both middle candlesticks.)
Always keep in mind the farther apart your signal and trigger pattern, the greater the potential
length and overall profit on the trade. Lets look at some day to day trades where the signal and
trigger are relatively close together.
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Here I have my first swing low where the red dot is. The next swing low I use the high for my
100% fibs. Essential all I’m doing is getting the difference between the signal patterns low and
the trigger patterns high and multiplying that by 1.618 then adding the result to the high. Same
with 2.618, I get the difference between the two and multiply by 2.618 and add that to the high.
This will me some very good targets. There are a couple of others I’ll add to this later.
So don’t let this confuse you it will take some practice if your new to trading. We are using the
low from the signal and the high from the trigger to calculate our Fibs targets. Lets look at those
targets now and see how price meandered around them.
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Now with our fibs targets laid out we can plan our profitable exit. The way we use Elliot wave
is basically to try and determine if we can count on a 261.8 target or not. Keep in mind that if we
determine that this is probably a wave 5 or a wave 1 this does not mean that we cannot reach a
261.8 fibs. target. Were just trying to gauge the probability.
When you get good at laying out your Fibs. retracements and extensions you will be amazed at
your ability to plan a near perfect exit.
Just look at this picture above. See how price blows thru 161.8 and then finds support at
almost exactly this point. Then look at the candlestick doji at 261.8 indicating its hesitation at
precisely that price point. Amazing isn’t it?
Remember that a wave 3 is usually the longest and this is your only potential clue as to a sure
261.8 extension being achieved. However 261.8 is a likely target most of the time any ways.
The only word of caution I would give is to be aware of price losing strength. If you see that
price is struggling at 161.8 and moving sideways for a period of 5+ candlesticks then take your
profits and exit.
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Enter

Here’s a day trade that had a small spread between the signal low and the trigger high. Not
perfect by any means but look at the perfect guide your extensions provide. Remember we enter
at just above the high from the triggers first candlestick as indicated.
We have a slight hesitation at the 261.8, but nothing to panic over and we ride this trade until
end of day for a fantastic profit. What you will soon find out is that these trades I’m showing you
are from any given day. This particular one is 11/13 on a 10 min. chart on SPY.
My point is, I don’t need to search to demo how valid this system is. You will find these trades
every day.
Lets take a look at 11/14.
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Stop

For a short we take the high from the signal and the low from the trigger. Always the middle
candlesticks.
I’ve indicated the signal patterns and the trigger with the green dots.
Our entry is indicated by the dashed line, when price exceeds the low from the first candlestick
from the trigger swing / pattern.
Our stop is just above the middle trigger candlestick.
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Short Stop
Long Stop

Also our short entry

OK here is an example of a trade on the OEX from yesterday that didn’t go so well. I did not lay
out the fibs lines because I can’t intraday on optionsxpress for some reason and telechart fibs are
almost useless. It would be to crowded anyway.
So, here we get a trigger in the morning, then a signal. Just as we enter it reverses. You need
to watch closely as this happens for new signals. Right as it’s reversing we get our signal short,
then a trigger short but remember we are still long.
We hit our long stop, which exceeds our trigger entry short. We then close the long position for a
loss and enter short for all in all a decent profit.
Notice also we almost got stopped out.
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Heres a shot of the XLF. Lets take it one step at a time in building a position and planning our
exit. The first thing we do as the days or weeks progress is identify signal swings. Remember
we need a low, then a lower low, then a higher low for a swing low to establish a long signal.
Just the opposite for a swing high short signal.
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Although there is a swing low previous to this, it is quickly invalidated by a lower sing. So
here is our first valid swing. Remember when your live these will unfold one at a time, and what
you thought was a swing low for a long signal can quickly go invalid if a lower swing takes
place.
Remember that to initiate a signal swing low your trigger sing must be higher than your signal.
Therefore here is our signal wing.
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Now we have our trigger swing. This particular trigger swing could be argued because the
lower low isn’t if at all much lower, but were going with it because.....well because we are.
Now we need to identify our fibs points.
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We take the low from the signal swing and the high from the trigger swing. Using the middle
candlestick from each, as indicated by the green dots.
For the optionsxpress fibs tool you will click and release on the top then drag to the bottom and
click again. You may have to experiment with your fibs tools but the bottom line is you want the
top to be your 100% fibs and the bottom to be 0%. If it’s the opposite then you need to re-do it
so that it’s just as I described.
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Here’s your final piece of work. In this particular case we exit at the close because there was
no reason to until then. Remember in every case we are entering just beyond the 100% fibs.
This means we are using fibs extensions to plan our exit.
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You have probably noticed by now that we haven’t really used any indicators at all. I haven’t
introduced you to indicators because you need to focus on price action and fibs primarily to be
extremely successful with this system.
I want you to add your favorite indicator as you see fit. The criteria for the indicator needs to
come from you. This will allow you to make this system unique to you and there won’t be hundreds of people trading the exact same system. This is important for the overall success of this
system.
I make a killing with this system and I don’t want to destroy any possibility of future profits by
outlining indicators. I will tell you that you don’t have to use any indicators at all to do well with
this, but if you do add an indicator or two into the mix, make it simple.
For example you might scan the high volume stocks for oversold conditions and then look for
your swing low signals for long entry. I would only discourage the use of stochastics because in
my opinion the best long signal from stochastics comes from overbought conditions according to
the indicator.
Now that you know how to enter and exit the trades using the swing trading money machine,
let me add to your wealth of new knowledge a couple of ideas you might incorporate to increase
your odds to the highest level possible.
Keep this in mind the more you increase your odds of success the more you limit your trade
possibilities. That in mind you will find some great trades pass you by because you are adding so
much requirements to take a trade.
Some of you may have a good reason that you must have the highest odds possible, and that’s
OK. Just be aware that the more likely your success on a trade the less trades you can take.
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If you are day trading then consider using a daily chart and a 10 or 5 min. chart. Use a daily
chart to confirm bullish or bearish sentiment and then move to your intraday 5-10 minute chart.
If you confirm that the daily is over-sold then look for long trade set-ups on the 10 min. chart.
If you confirm the stock is overbought then look for short trade set-ups on your 10 min. chart.
If you plan to trade a daily chart for trades lasting 3-5 or 10 day trades, then look at a weekly
chart and determine any bullish or bearish sentiment.
Take that information and find the appropriate trades on the daily chart.
If you want to trade the weekly chart for 3-10 week trades, you should start with a monthly
determine sentiment and apply that knowledge to the weekly chart.
If you plan to trade forex then identify a good indicator and incorporate it into the system.
Also if you find that you are getting stopped out often then consider the stock and the volume
first, but after that look to applying a rule of distance regarding the spread between the signal and
trigger’s middle candlestick.
I have found that where I’m getting a low trade success ratio a distance rule between the signal
and trigger will solve the problem almost instantly. This spread will have everything to do with
price, so it will vary between stocks or ETF’s. You may also consider using a % spread.
Take this information and learn it. Then make it yours and yours alone by applying a couple of
the rules I suggested or applying a rule of your very own.
Here’s to your success!
If you have any questions or comments or testimonials please contact me via e-mail at
mark@renegadetrader.com
Also I really want video testimonials from people like you that have applied my principles and
developed a highly successful system. If this is something you can do and if you can prove your
success on video send me a video testimonial and I will gladly reward you for your time.
Your Trading Friend - Mark Deaton :-)
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Swing Trading Money Machine Part II
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Now lets explore the possibility of adding an indicator in order that we increase our success ratio
to the max. Keeping in mind that there is a downfall to that. As in everything in life it’s a give
and take situation.
The more we increase our success ratio, the more we pass up on trades that we will later see
would have made us a bundle of money. So always keep in mind that the more requirements we
put on to initiate a completed trigger the more trades we pass up.
The more trades we pass on, the less we trade.
That said lets talk about ADX and how we can use the indicator to better time our entries. We
will use a daily chart. Our ADX indicator is best suited for a daily chart as opposed to a 5-10
min. chart or any intraday intervals.
In part 2 you will discover how to use 1 indicators to confirm a trigger and you will learn how to
identify the right stock or ETF for the system you are trading.
Remember the best systems in the world gets “off track” at times, this is the nature of the business. Where people fail miserably is that they tend to scrap their system and start shopping for
another. NOT A GOOD SOLUTION.
In part two of STMM I’m going to show you how to tune up your system for current market conditions, or how to adjust your entry for the temporary change in market conditions.
Always back test or paper trade a stock to develop a little insight into how that stock will work
with your system.
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Heres the ADX indicator. This shot is of a
trigger confirmation for bearish entry. The
black line is the actual ADX line and lets us
know if the stock is trending or consolidating.
The red is the negative directional index (-DI)
and the green is the positive directional index
(+DI).
The next diagram is a shot of ADX for trigger
confirmation on a bullish entry.
These are used to confirm your triggers following your signals. Lets first talk about the
rules, and then we will look at how and why we do a visual manual back test to gauge the potential results of any particular stock or etf.
Again notice here before we move on that in
the top diagram the ADX line is flat and the
red has crossed up and over the black ADX
line and is headed up.
We like the black ADX line to be flat or rising for entry no matter what direction we are
entering.
FLAT OR RISING!
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Rules of Play
1.) No blips. If you get a “Blip” crossover then wait until the next candlestick. (A blip is where
the red or green line looks like it “May” be crossing over.)
2.) A trigger is invalid “If” the candlestick appears to be, or is moving or closing in the opposite
direction of your intended trade. Wait until the next candlestick to confirm that your candlestick
and your stance agree.
3.) ADX line itself must be flat or rising to confirm a trigger.
4.) Exit if you get a kicker signal (candlestick Pattern) opposite of your intended trade direction.
5.) 261.8 Rule. Exit at the 261.8 Fibonacci line and take profits. Always stick to this rule. The
only time you might wait for price to keep moving is when there is NO SIGN of a reversal. In
other words if price is still moving without hesitation you could wait for 1 or 2 more candlesticks. Other than that, stick to the 261.8 Fibs rule.
6.) Wait to enter on hammers and doji’s. Hammers and doji’s, especially long legged doji’s invalidate an entry.
7.) DO NOT ENTER any trades when ADX is at or above the top 25% of its range.

Bullish Kicker - Price is falling and a candlestick opens
at or near the previous open
and heads in the opposite
direction. The kicker signals
real body should be at least
the same size as the previous
candlestick, or larger.

Bearish Kicker - Price is rising and a candlestick opens
at or near the previous open
and heads in the opposite
direction. The kicker signals
real body should be at least
the same size as the previous
candlestick, or larger.
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Entry Rules
Long Entry
1.) Enter long after a trigger signal on price action is confirmed by ADX.
2.) ADX confirmation long means the green line has crossed up and over the black line and the
black line is flat or rising.
3.) Follow the green line - If a trigger and ADX confirmation is invalid for entry because ADX is
falling, rather than flat or rising, you can wait for ADX to line up to enter a little later. Just follow the green line and once ADX is flat or rising enter the trade.
4.) Avoid overextended swing trigger entries. If a trigger entry has come and ADX is late in
the game confirming your trigger entry consider passing the trade up. Develope a distance rule
based on the stock your trading.

Exit Rules
1.) Exit from long when green line crosses back over black to the downside. (No BLIPS).
2.) Exit when 261.8 Fibonacci is reached. (See rules of play.)
3.)You have the option of exiting when a candlesticks real body (H to L) is two times larger than
any of the previous 3 candlesticks. (Against your trade.) This minimizes losses, can even retain
profits when price is way ahead of your indicators.
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How would you rate this system? - 			

1

2

3

4

5

How well have you done applying this system? -

1

2

3

4

5

How well was the material presented? - 		

1

2

3

4

5

Can you elaborate on your overall success ratio ? ______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Can you elaborate on your overall rate of return ? ______________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
If you could request an improvement in any area where would it be ?

Please mail your questionnaire to :
Renegade Trader
PO Box AK
Filer Idaho 83328
Your name __________________________________________________________
Your Address ________________________________________________________
Look for a gift from me personally for your input.
Thank You

